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CHAPTER 3 INTELLIGENT COLLABORATIVE SERVICE 

SYSTEM DESIGN (iDESIGN)

As the emerging service science, management and engineering (SSME) goes, it is crucial to 

support the research on systematic service innovation that can fulfill the service 

productivity and satisfaction. According to inter-disciplinary research of SSME, the 

intelligent collaborative service system design (iDesign) is presented and validated. iDesign

uses the theory and concept of ecological symbiosis to frame a new collaborative service 

model and its service systems in which service participants as the partnerships go through 

the course of evolution and adaptation during a whole service delivery process. From the 

high-level viewpoint, iDesign proposes a means-end framework to systematic service 

innovation and service delivery through the awareness of scientific models of 

multi-disciplinary as well as the usage of ICT and collaborative technologies. This chapter 

describes a conceptual framework for interpreting the basis of iDesign, and its three main 

procedures underlying iDesign classifying and positioning service category, modeling and 

automating collaborative service systems (CSS), and evaluating and managing the user 

experiences of CSS. 

3.1 The Purpose of iDesign

The purpose of iDesign illustrates and outlines how and why a collaborative service system 

(CSS) can be designed, developed, and performed (as shown in Figure 3-1). The 

collaborations of CSS live up to the objectives of value co-creation by means of service 

exchange among either service providers and customers or customers and customers 

together. In the conceptual framework, the ways of service exchange and value 

co-production are characterized with the symbiosis-aware service process (along with 

different variation of co-production continuity and mutual adaptability) in order to meet the 

goals of service productivity and customer satisfaction. From the standpoint of ecology, 

there are different phase of viability under which organisms adapt in response to changed 
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circumstances. With the mutualism of benefit exchange between service participants, the 

interactions and relationship changed by the two dimensions: value-based co-production and 

mutual adaptability.  

Accordingly, both service provider and customer are involved in forming the continuum 

of value co-production during the service delivery process, which is termed as ‘the 

value-based co-production’. The interactions between service providers and customers 

resemble the interaction among organisms, which can be observed in the ecological 

symbiosis. Furthermore, the service providers and customers are engaged in adapting and 

adjusting their behaviors and developing their flexible relationships during the service 

exchange process. The adapting of behaviors and flexibility are then termed as ‘the degree of 

mutual adaptability’. 

 For the experience quality evaluation, a quantitative evaluation model that is capable of 

embedding into a service system which results in assessing service performance and service 

quality. Assessing the service performance due to interaction and cooperation associate with 

the performance due to mutualism of ecology (Tung & Yuan 2007 a,b). The three service 

systems can be used to demonstrate iDesign how to construct innovative collaborative 

service systems, for example, this study offered three applications of artwork design as 

exemplar, for example, music content creation, interior design, or mobile-phone design.   

Figure 3-1 The purpose of iDesign
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Intelligent collaborative service system design (iDesign) represents that how to 

construct a collaborative service system with value co-production derived from the 

concepts of symbiosis. iDesign provides a new means-end methodology for collaborative 

service system design to perform systematic service innovation and service delivery using 

information technologies. Symbiosis is a science that examines the interrelationship of 

organisms, their environments, and how organisms adapt to their environments. The study 

introduces how the service providers and the customers can service exchange as if the 

species exchange benefits for mutualism. Additionally, a quantitative evaluation model 

derived from the mutualism theory offers a service quality management as well (Tung & 

Yuan, 2007a).  

3.2 Analogies  From Metaphorical Insights to Scientific Models 

From the organizational scientific perspective, the metaphors encourage different ways of 

thinking, which enable social scientists and laypeople alike to focus upon, explain, and 

influence different aspects of complex organizational phenomena (Morgan, 1980). A 

metaphor is “the figure of speech in which a name or descriptive term is transferred to some 

object different from, but analogous to, that to which it is properly applicable”. Metaphors 

involve the transfer of information from a relatively familiar domain to a new and relatively 

unknown domain. An analogy “operationalizes” a metaphor or a simile by focusing on 

relationships between items (Bunge, 1973; Sanford, 1987). This study outlines an analogy 

and the different between ecosystem and service system and argued that a transformational 

view for metaphors in service science. In other words, some of phenomenon in ecological 

symbiosis can be used to be an analogy with the value co-production relationship between 

the service providers and the customers on account of symbiotic interdependence 

relationship. From the metaphorical insights to scientific models, this study also uses the 

symbiosis of metaphorical insights to the scientific and quantitative research on 

collaborative service models and service systems. In terms of transformation, the preceding 

process of concept transformation need not be an isolated top-down movement. When it 

follows the downward path, knowledge about a certain phenomenon or object has 
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accumulated and a scientific model has become available. As this scientific model can be 

the starting point for an upward movement, we can construct a homomorphic model and a 

conceptual model of the new phenomenon or object under study (Tsoukas, 1991) (Figure 

3-2).    

Figure 3-2 Transformation of metaphorical insights into scientific models (Tsoukas, 1991) 

Insight into homomorphic model can be applied to the target domain of organizational 

populations, where a homomorphic model describing the mechanism of organizational 

evolution should be delineated. The assumptions of theory of natural selection are applied 

to organizational populations and form the basis for a research program. The end of this 

process of thinking in parallel about organisms and organizations will result in a scientific 

model of high generality that is pertinent to both organisms and organizations for a 

precisely defined area of activity. Therefore, the transformational view of metaphors 

highlights the underlying mechanisms that account for the phenomena under study. 

Metaphors serve the role of this framework so that the hypothesized mechanisms can be 

taken seriously into account for further research (Tsoukas, 1991). In this study, the insight 
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would be ecological species for service providers and the customers. The analogy of 

conceptual model can be an analogy between service exchange and service delivery in 

service system with adaptability and evolutionary in eco-system. Eventually, the 

transformational view of metaphors highlights the underlying mechanisms that account for 

the phenomena under study. A scientific model would be the convergence of top-down or 

downward from insight, analogy, and isomorphism (Figure 3-3).   

Figure 3-3 A transformational reconstruction of the methodology of the population ecology 

perspective (Tsoukas, 1991) 

3.3 Blends in Software Engineering  

Fauconnier and Turner (2002) identified a number of different types of integration 

networks. A blend implies four spaces: two input spaces, a generic space, and the blend 

space. In a double-scope network, the organizing frame for the blend will take parts of the 

structure from the organizing frame of both the input spaces. In terms of the double-scope 
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network, B is a blend as an emerging frame from L1 and L2. That is, the characteristics of 

B probably involve the partial characteristics of L1 and L2 respectively (Figure 3-4). 

Figure 3-4 Double-scope network: the blend has its own, new frame 

The theoretical foundation of this study is a transformational reconstruction of the 

methodology of the population ecology perspective (Tsuokas, 1991) and the double-scope 

network (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002 in  Imaz & Benyon, 2007). If a double-scope 

network is defined by ecosystem and CSS, the network is composed of a perquisite, two 

inputs, and a blend. Our network is defined as (1) the prerequisite is value co-production, (2) 

the two corresponding behavior are evolution and adaptation within mutualism and service 

process and service delivery within CSS, and (3) the blend is a performance evaluation 

model (Figure 3-5).   
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Figure 3-5 Double-scope network for ecosystems and service systems 

3.4 Three-Phase iDesign

The main of the study proposes the macro procedures for introducing holistic iDesign,

which encompasses the three main phases; first, classifying and positioning the CSS; 

second, modeling and designing the CSS; and third, evaluating and deploying the 

experiences provided by the CSS. iDesign presents a series of methods for developing the 

CSS underlying ecological symbiosis in order to achieve the goals of service productivity 

and customer satisfaction (Figure 3-6). 
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Figure 3-6 Three-phase iDesign

As inter-disciplinary taken for this study, iDesign aligns mutualism theory to service 

exchange process for service systems design. According to the context and the concept of 

symbiosis, the method-driven iDesign proposes the up-to-date (1) CSS classification, (2) 

CSS modeling, and (3) experience evaluation model underlying the awareness of scientific 

models of symbiotic behavior and fitness (Figure 3-7).  

First, iDesign begins with the classified service systems enabling service manager and 

developer to determine their desired service system, for instance, category services, 

transactional marketplace services, collaborative alignment services, and collaborative 

personalization services. The four types of service systems, therefore, can be characterized 

by the forms of interactions and relationships when they service exchange between the 

service providers and the customers. The main difference between the four types of service 

systems lies in the two dimensions: the value-based co-production and mutual adaptability. 

The value co-production depends on what the ways of service exchange are collaboration or 

transaction. Mutual adaptability depends on who is more flexible between the service 

provider and customer are one-sided flexible or two-sided flexible.  

Second, the modeling method for semi-automating value co-production and systematic 

service innovation are elaborated in chapter 5. Usage of symbiosis-aware adaptive 

approaches and evolutionary methodologies (e.g., enetic lgorithms) can be used to 
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implement the intelligent service provision and delivery that can achieve value 

co-production. However, the customer input is crucial to the service exchange, the service 

process, and service delivery with value co-production. Modeling and automating are 

responsible for cognitive process and service exchange including customer input. 

Third, the CSS requires a prerequisite for dealing with evaluation. Particularly, the 

specific criteria of service performance are interpreted by the theoretical basis of symbiosis 

criteria for assessing the experience quality. Integrated such service system evaluation model, 

the service productivity and satisfaction can more probably be achieved, which can be 

regarded as the so-called collaborative service systems iDesign was used to apply to a 

specific services sector of artwork design for demonstrating (e.g. interior design, mobile 

phone design, and music content creation), it may be applicable to other service sector 

through suitably modifying as well. 

The three-phase iDesign is presented in this chapter and the approaches to conduct 

service system design are discussed in chapter 4, 5, and 6. Chapter 4 provides a 

classification framework Chapter 5 presents the intelligent service machine Chapter 6 sets 

forth a quantitative evaluation model for assessing experience quality in CSS.  

Figure 3-7 Method-driven iDesign 


